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Abstract 

There are three main ways to model the evolution of organic maters: (i) the multi-agent models which try to 

reconstitute the interaction mechanisms at particle scale, (ii) mathematical theories which try to consider evolution as 

a continuum, and (iii) compartmental theories which include linear and no linear models and try to split the complex 

components of organic matter in more homogeneous pools, which exchange organic matters between them in the 

solid phase and with the external gaseous and liquid phases. Many proposed models did not consider explicitly an 

active microbial compartment and were possibly over parameterized. In contrast, the MOMOS based on microbial 

biomass. Results showed proximity between measured and predicted values of carbon content in plant organs, soil 

and microbial biomass. Field respiration measurements which included respiration of active roots were found to be 

quite higher than predicted microbial heterotrophic respiration. Model predictions indicated higher microbial C 

content and higher microbial respiration activity in wheat parcels than in faba bean. Microbial biomass and microbial 

activity responded quickly to changes in environmental conditions such as soil moisture levels and inputs of plant 

necromass. 
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1. The modelling approaches in exchanges soil-plant-atmosphere 

Description of Carbon and Nitrogen Cycles: Interactions in the soil 

 

Carbon and Nitrogen are elements found in the basic structure of all life forms, they are cycled through the 

atmosphere, biosphere, hydrosphere and soil through a multitude of biological, chemical and physical 

processes. A large part of organic carbon of terrestrial ecosystems and the main part of organic nitrogen 

are found in plant residues and soil organic matter. This means that the soil is an extremely important place 

of storage and exchange of these elements. 
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Atmospheric carbon enters living forms through plant photosynthetic activity. Plants take in carbon 

dioxide to create complex carbohydrates that then move into the soil and its microorganisms through root 

exudates and plant mortality. Microorganisms work on decomposing this organic matter, part of which is 

easily decomposable, or labile, and part of which remains for a long time as stable organic matter in the 

soil (becoming a carbon reservoir). The action of these microorganisms converts this organic matter into 

humus, ammonia and nitrates, available phosphates and micronutrients; which in turn increase the fertility 

of the soil stimulating plant growth. Simultaneously, root and microbial respiration release CO2 back into 

the atmosphere. 

 

Microorganisms also play an essential role in the nitrogen cycle. Atmospheric nitrogen (N2) cannot be 

directly used by plants and therefore passes first through nitrogen-fixing bacteria found in the soil, or in 

symbiotic relationships on root nodules of leguminous plants. These bacteria, through an energetically 

costly process, convert N2 to ammonia (NH3) and ammonium (NH4) available for plant growth. The action 

of soil decomposers also breaks down the amino acids and proteins of dead organic matter into 

ammonium. Then, NH4 can be further oxidised into nitrates by nitrifying bacteria in the soil, these nitrates 

are available for plant use and for use by denitrifying bacteria that release N2 or nitrous oxides back into 

the atmosphere. 

 

Carbon and nitrogen cycles are closely linked, for this reason the C/N ratio is an important piece of data to 

collect. Soil microbes are C limited; they depend on plant organic matter as their source of carbon. They 

tend to have a low C/N ratio which means a large demand for nitrogen per unit of carbon. If plant litter 

C/N ratios are too high, or higher than 30:1, microorganisms will compete strongly with plants for N 

liberated during decomposition thus reducing the availability of this N pool to the plants. (Lukac and 

Godbold, 2011) 

 

Carbon and Nitrogen biogeochemical cycles: Models 

 

Through modern-day agricultural practices, humans have heavily impacted the earth’s carbon and nitrogen 

biogeochemical cycles. The fundamental discovery of Liebig in last XIX century of absorption of 

inorganic forms of fertilizers by plant roots has induced extensive synthesis of ammonia from N2 and H2, 

despite its high energetic cost. This resulted in high increases of crop yield, but current systems have 

reached limitations and possible inversions from many environmental problems. Nitrogen inputs to 

terrestrial systems have doubled with careless use of inorganic fertilizers and the cultivation of N-fixing 

crops (Vitousek et al. 1997). Nitrogen losses from cultivated systems, leading to excess nitrogen within 

natural ecosystems have caused major environmental problems. Among these are soil acidification (the 

ammonium ion created with the addition of N fertilizers is a proton donor), eutrophication and surface 

water toxicity (resulting from nitrate lixiviation) and greenhouse gas release (like N2O production during 

nitrification/denitrification processes or the increase of CO2 from the respiration of a microbial community 

unlimited by N stocks) (Gardner & Drinkwater, 2009). Corresponding decrease of the C reservoir can 

cause other environmental problems such as soil compaction, the decrease of physical fertility, or increase 

of erosion. 

 

Developing models that closely represent the flow of these elements through the ecosystem can be used as 

a tool to help evaluate the sustainability of agricultural practices, and guide choices to more suitable forms 

of crop management. Numerous field studies have shown that crop management practices can either 
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enhance or diminish quantities of soil C and N, in addition to altering microbial biodiversity over time 

(Kucharik et al, 2001). 

 

A wide range of models, of different levels of complexity exist to describe soil carbon and nitrogen 

dynamics. The soil is an extremely heterogeneous environment, and models have to take into account this 

heterogeneity across different spatial (from the micrometer to thousands of kilometres) and temporal scales 

(from hours to centuries) (Manzoni and Porporato, 2009). At the moment, there is no universal model that 

‘works’ under all conditions. 

 

Most models describing carbon and nitrogen dynamics deal with long-term predictions. However short-

term models are important as a tool to address challenges such as achieving high levels of soil organic 

matter (that increase soil fertility) while keeping concentrations of inorganic nitrogen relatively low during 

time periods when leaching is at its peak (Petersen et al.). The practical aspect of these models is that they 

might help to time mineral and organic fertilizer inputs, and other agricultural practices. In the context of 

current debates on climate change, models can also be used to determine if particular systems are sources 

or sinks of carbon, and perhaps provide insight into how to maximise carbon sequestration. 

 

1.1. Multi-agent systems 

These computational ways simulate the interactions between agents of real system knowing only few of 

their basic properties [2]. Attempts had been made to approaches the soil organic systems by simulating 

the behaviour of decomposing agents and particles of organic substrates [3]. Different living agents were 

considered like microorganisms in the MIOR model [4] or earthworm in the SWORM model [5]. The 

difficulties are to define the number and properties of the agents as soils contain a broad panel of 

decomposing agents and available substrates. So at this time the simulations concern small samples and 

extrapolations to large areas remain hazardous. 

1.2. Using continuous mathematical theories 

A mathematical theory attributed a continuous evolution of the quality of organic materials entering the 

soil [6]. The method was used to study isotope discrimination during decomposition of organic matter [7] 

and combined with 15N labelling experiments [8] but is questionable concerning sources of soil organic 

matters which are not originated of only one organic source which could change continuously, but from 

plant debris, microbial debris, microbial synthesis, or chemical condensations. 

1.3. Using compartment mathematical theories 

The theory of compartmental modelling is based on fractionation of the complex system in various 

compartments more homogeneous in terms of quality and decomposition kinetic, and to program 

exchanges, inputs and outputs between these compartments and the environment [9, 10, 11, 12, 13]. Two 

types could been defined: (i) the linear models, in which the decrease of each compartment is modelled 

only as a function of its carbon content, (ii) the no linear models in which the compartment decrease is 

modelled both as a function of its contents and of those of the microbial decomposers. 

Multiple scenarios can be defined to take into account the advances in knowledge of the various organic 

pools and reactions. Three risks must be avoided: (i) to complicate excessively the relational or flow 

diagrams and the associated equation system, (ii) to over parameterize the model, (iii) to choose a 

relational diagram poorly coherent with the ecological knowledge. 

Two examples of flow diagrams of widely used compartment models are shown Fig.1. The Roth-C model 

(Fig.1a) was proposed initially to describe the organic evolution of the experimental site of Rothamsted 

integrating many data available for over a century [14]. It was a first attempt to consider simultaneous 
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evolution of five organic compartments: decomposable and resistant plant materials (DPM and RPM in 

Fig.1a), microbial biomass (BIO), humified materials (HUM), and inert organic matter (IOM).This model 

needed four kinetic constants regulating the decomposition of DPM, RPM, BIO and HUM which could 

be the most easily linked to climate conditions by analogy with chemical or microbial lows. The other 

parameters concerned fractionation of flows. Fractionation of plant materials into RPM and RPM, like 

estimations of IOM can be based on chemical and biochemical properties of organic materials, but 

parameters of fractionation of flows into BIO and HUM are more difficult to quantify and to associate to 

environmental conditions. But the sensitivity analyses showed the importance of these parameters on 

model outputs [15], indicating that these outputs should be poorly related to environmental conditions. 

Another question concerned the place of BIO in this type of model, which is the same of that of HUM, 

and not really at the centre of the organic evolutions. 

 

 
Figure 1 - Examples of flow diagrams of two currently used compartment models of decomposition, a) The Roth-C model [16], b) 

the century model [17] 

 

The century model (Fig.1b) included also five compartments: metabolic and structural which could be 

analogous to DPM and RPM of Roth-C (Fig.1a), active soil could be analogous to BIO with an increased 

functional role comparatively to Roth-C since most of SOM transit in active soil Fig.1a. But a half-life of 

0.5 y seemed great relatively to basic knowledge about microbial populations. Slow and passive soils 

could be compared to HUM and IOM of Roth-C Fig.1a. Century (Fig.1b) was not already mentioned in 

the comparative study
15

 since it could appeared over-parameterized compared to Roth-C (Fig.1a). A 

number of parameters greater than the number of the experimental points enable to adjust all observations 

but was not significant from a statistical point of view. At the 5 kinetic constants regulating the decrease 

of each compartment Century added 8 partition parameters (constant values given in arrow splits in 

Fig.1b regulating the inputs in each compartment and sometimes called efficiency factors, as they could 

traduce the C consumed in CO2 as energy source to synthetize the C compounds of a given compartment. 

A problem was that these values were given as constants not linked to environmental conditions, while 

sensitivity analysis shows model responses sometimes very dependant to slow fluctuations of the given 

constant values. 
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2. Material and methods 

2.1. Modelling the key role of microorganisms 

MOMOS (Modelling Organic transformations by Micro-Organisms of Soil, Fig.2) was the first 

proposition to put the microbial compartment at the centre of the exchanges and associated it to linear 

equations of microbial assimilations and microbial mortality, and only a no linear one for microbial 

respiration. MOMOS respects the principle of parsimony (Ockham’s razor) since it uses only seven 

kinetic parameters all linked to climate, and additionally linked to the quality of organic inputs [18], and 

soil texture [19]. It has been proposed to predict the evolution of 
14

C tracer in two ecosystems [15]. Then 

it was validated (Fig.3) in six other contrasted ecosystems of the tropical area [20]. It has been 

successfully used to quantify the turnover of OC in Andean fallow ecosystems [21] and to regulate the 

daily exchanges of C between plant organs, nodule rhizobia, microorganisms and atmosphere in cereal 

legume intercropping in Mediterranean conditions [22]. 

 

 
Figure 2 – The MOMOS model, coupled with soil water model and production module: MB is microbial biomass, VL and VS are 

the labile and stable debris of vegetal origin entering the soil, HL and HS are the labile and stable humus fractions, VL, VS, HL, 

and HS, respectively, kresp is the daily rate of microbial respiration 

2.2. The MOMOS equation system 

MOMOS is based on the functional ecology of soil microbial biomass (MB) which increases by 

enzymatic assimilation of labile and stable vegetal necromass (VL and VS) and labile and stable humus 

(HL and HS) and decreases by microbial respiration and mortality. The only process which is assumed to 

be more chemical than biological is humus stabilisation from HL to HS. MOMOS is parameterised only 

by seven first order rate constants (dimension day
-1

). Unlike other multi-compartment models, MOMOS 

does not use flow-partitioning coefficients (efficiency factors), that are usually specified as not depending 

on climate variables in other models. All MOMOS parameters depend on soil moisture content (θ) and 

temperature (T) and the model is probably one of the more sensitive to climate change as shown in the 

general equation: 

BxAx  )θ(f)T(f
 (1) 

where x is the vector of the state variables (C content of compartments), x  is the vector of the derivatives 

of x (day
-1

), A is the matrix of the model parameters, B is a vector determining the external C input. f(T) 

is an exponential function of temperature: 
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f(T) = 

  10

10

/TT optQ


 (2) 

where T is the soil temperature (0-30 cm layer) assumed to be the same as the air temperature, Topt is the 

optimum decomposition temperature fixed at 28°C, a temperature often taken as the optimum for 

decomposition[20,23], Q10 is the difference in rate for a temperature increase of 10°C, fixed at 2.2, the 

value found when the model was validated[20]. f(θ) is the function of the soil water content normalised to 

the water holding capacity (WHC) of the soil[20]. 

 

The soil water content (θ) was predicted using the SAHEL model, based on meteorological data near the 

experimental plots. The minimal data can include only air temperature, rainfall, but the precision is better 

if they include also solar radiation, wind speed and water vapour pressure, for accurate determination of 

potential evapotranspiration by the FAO Penman-Monteith method. 

Matrix A and vector x for the model are: 
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 (3) 

After each incubation period, the total C decrease by microbial respiration c  for the five compartments 

is: 

MB C,CO

5

1
2

()( xq θ)fTfx
i

Ci, 


C  (4) 

where 2COq
 is the metabolic quotient of the microbial biomass 

 

where 
0

MBC  is an estimate of the biomass at steady state, kresp  is the respiration coefficient (day
-1

) adjusted 

to the 0-20 µm soil textural fraction (F0-20) by the transfer function using the two sites used for calibrating 

the model plus the six sites used for validating the model[20]: 

kresp= - 0.0008 F0-20 + 0.062 (5) 

Alternately another transfer function linking kresp to soil pH can be used [20]. The optimal rates of 

enzymatic digestion of labile (kVL) and stable (kVS) plant materials (equations 17 and 17’), and the optimal 

rate of microbial mortality (kMB) are linked to the type of organic inputs (equation 18)[18]. The values in 

optimum pedoclimatic conditions (f(T) = f() =1) for the other MOMOS parameters remained unchanged 

from the previous MOMOS calibration and validation experiments: 

- optimum rate of enzymatic digestion of labile humus kHL = 0.05 d
-1

, 

- optimum rate of enzymatic digestion of stable humus kHS = 0.00005 d
-1

, 

- optimum rate of chemical stabilisation from labile humus to stable humus kHLS = 0.0003 d
-1

. 
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2.3. Formulation for isotopic tracers 

Previous studies using isotopic tracers defined the matrix A in equation 1 as the initial values of the 

vector x were known (from the rate of 
14

C accumulation and the types of labelled materials that were 

added) and all values of vector B = 0 (no inputs of labelled C from plants). Equations 1 and 4 became: 

xAx )()( θfTf  (6) 
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0
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0

VL
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x

x
 (7) 

2.4. Formulation for C evolutions in agro-ecosystems 

The previously defined matrix A and its relationships with climate, soil texture and quality of organic 

inputs were preserved. So, and it was only necessary to estimate the initial values for the vector x and the 

daily inputs from necromass C (NC) for the vector B in the 5 compartments comprising the debris of 

plant shoots, plant roots and if necessary root exudation or symbiotic nodules. Equation 1 became: 

j+f(T)f(θ=
5

1=j

BxAx )

 (8) 

 

Where the subscript j indicated each plant organ in each study: 

- shoots, root debris and root exudates of five plants chosen as typical of fallow implantation in high 

altitude systems of Bolivian puna and Venezuelan paramo [24] used in calibration experiment[15,25], 

- roots, shoots and nodules of symbiotic N fixation in the Mauguio intercropped system [22]: 

The elements of Bj were estimated in two stages: 

- quantitative estimate of necromass input from each plant part  by a production module adapted at 

each ecosystem; for Andean ecosystems the fallow production model FAPROM[24] was used; 

for wheat-fababean intercropping, another production module was defined[22]; 

- qualitative estimate of necromass to divide each input into labile and stable fractions in the 

MOMOS decomposition processes (see below). 

2.5. Modelling the quality of necromass entering the soil 

The TAO (Transformation of Added Organic materials) model was designed to describe the 

transformation of carbon and nitrogen from organic amendments and fertilisers in soils from temperate 

areas in controlled laboratory conditions[23,26-28]. The model has since been validated on tropical 

materials[29], and the TAO-C version describing carbon transformations, was designed to estimate the 

fractions of labile and stable necromass that are then used for the ‘microbial biomass’ compartments of 

MOMOS. TAO-C is a parallel three-compartment model using only two parameters (very labile (P’L) and 

stable (PS) fractions of OM) to predict C mineralisation. 

Basing P’L and PS on biochemical data first required the OM to be classified using a criterion based on 

principal component analysis of the OM data set used to calibrate the model
26

: 

Co = 7.18 COM + 0.14 Lig/NOM – 3.84 (9) 

where C, N, Lig express carbon, nitrogen, and lignin content in g g
-1

 of OM, respectively.  
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OM with negative Co values was mainly N-rich materials such as organic fertilisers or materials of animal 

origin. OM with positive Co values was mainly ligneous material originating from plants. The following 

formulae were then used to calculate P’L and PS depending on the sign of Co. 

If Co ≤ 0: P’L = 0.35 fsol + 2.2 NOM – 0.01 Lig/NOM, and PS = 3.60 Lig 

If Co > 0: P’L = 0.099 flab + 0.14 Hem, and PS = 1.61 Lig + 0.62 AshOM (10) 

where fsol = Sol/(Sol + Hem + Cel + Lig), flab = (Sol + Hem)/(Sol + Hem + Cel + Lig), NOM was total 

nitrogen in OM and Sol, Hem, Cel, Lig and AshOM were OM mass fractions obtained by fibre 

fractionation. This study in field conditions simplified the TAO organisation of plant debris 

compartments. Only two compartments, labile VL and stable VS vegetal necromass (figure 2), are 

considered in MOMOS, VL being the sum of very labile and intermediary resistant TAO compartments, 

VS being the stable TAO compartment. 

Another factor which determines decomposition in MOMOS is NC, the C:N ratio of input necromass NC 

from each plant organ. An increase of NC was modelled as decreasing the assimilation rates of labile 

(kVL) and stable (kVS) NC compartments [18]: 

kVL= MAX(0.65 - 0.0019 NC, 0.1) (11) 

kVS = MAX(0.0037-0.000026 NC,0.00005) (12) 

An increase of NC was also found to increase the rate of microbial mortality
25

: 

kMB = MIN(0.42 + 0.0012 NC, 0.8) (13) 

Equations 13 and 13’ were applied separately to each of the five NC inputs, while NC in equation 14 was 

calculated each day by the model from the sums of C and N of the inputs materials entering MB. 

2.6. Data collection for calibration and validation 
14

C and 
15

N labeled straw was mixed with soils, from the top 0–10 cm layer at each of the sites, in 14×15 

cm porous bags. The top part of the bags had a 1 mm mesh to allow the passage of plant roots and 

mesofauna and the mesh of the bottom part was 0.1 mm to minimize losses by gravity. 40 bags containing 

the labeled straw and soil were buried 5 cm deep along four parallel lines in each experimental plot (10 

samples at different times × 4 replicates for each sample at each site, making a total of 240 soil bags). On 

each sampling date, one bag from each line of the four lines at each site was selected at random to 

measure soil water content, total 
14

C and 
15

N and 
14

C and 
15

N in the microbial biomass and inorganic N 

stock. The soil bags were left in the soil for 18 months at the two lowest sites (A(65) and A(165)) 24 

months at A(780), 31 months at A(1800) and 38 months at the two highest sites (A(3400) and A(3968)). 

The first samples were taken one month after setting up the experiment and the sampling interval 

increased with time to 6 months at the end of the experiment for the highest sites. After collection, the soil 

bags were stored refrigerated for no more than three days before analysis.  

2.7. Data collection for C evolution in agro-systems 

Four whole plants of each species were collected from each plot (4 replicates) at each sampling occasion 

during plant growth. At the same time, two replicates of soil samples from the 0-5 cm and 25-30 cm 

layers were collected in 500 mL stainless steel cylinders from each plot. These samples were used to 

determine the soil moisture and bulk density. 

The near-root soil was collected from the field and preserved in iceboxes for microbial biomass (MB) 

determination (4 plots×4 modalities4 replicates). These samples were then homogenised and crushed 

without drying and passed through a 4×4 mm grid sieve in the laboratory [30]. The coarse and fine 

fractions were weighed and the fine fraction was kept without drying at 4°C. MB determination was 

carried out within two days after sampling. 
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The soil MB carbon was determined by fumigation-extraction [31]. A fresh soil sub-sample equivalent to 

10 g dry soil was fumigated with alcohol free chloroform for 18 h. The fumigated sample and a similar 

control soil sample were shaken with 30 mL of a 0.5 mol K2SO4 L
-1

 aqueous solution for 45 minutes, 

centrifuged for 10 min and sterilised by filtration on a 0.2 µm membrane syringe. The liquid filtrates were 

stored in sterile plastic tubes at 4°C before C analysis in aqueous phase (Shimadzu TOC-VCSH analyser). 

The soil microbial C concentration (MB-cC) was calculated as the difference between the total organic C 

of the extracts of fumigated soils with destroyed organisms and extracts from the control soils, divided by 

a factor kc = 0.45[32]. 

The roots and shoots were separated, the roots were washed in water, the root nodules were separated 

manually and the grains were separated from the shoots. All parts were dried at 60°C for 2 days and 

weighed again when dry. For subsequent C analysis, samples of each part were grouped and ground to 0.2 

mm in a steel planetary ball mill. 

A dry combustion elemental analyser (NA2000, Fisons Instruments) was used for C analysis of the soil 

and plant parts. The soil CO3-C was subtracted if necessary from the soil total C to give the soil OC. All 

C concentrations (total-cC in mg g
-1

, MB-cC in µg mL
-1

) were converted to carbon stock (g C m
-2

) on the 

0-30 cm layer, using bulk density, coarse fraction and moisture for soil data, and plant density for plant 

data. 

The CO2-C fluxes from the soil surface were measured in the field for six replicates per plot using a LI-

COR 8100 system and 8.7 cm high PVC cylinders with 10 cm internal diameter, which were buried 

leaving 2-3 cm above the soil surface. The exact heights between the soil surface and the tops of the 

cylinders were measured for the flux calculation. The flux in µmol CO2-C m
-2

 s
-1 

was
 
multiplied by 

1.0368 to obtain the daily flux in g CO2-C m
-2

 day
-1

 and corrected if necessary in case of very hot surface 

temperature in summer[22]. 

3. Some results 

3.1. MOMOS validation 

MOMOS allowed to adequately predit total and microbial 
14

C dynamics (figure 3) during the 

decomposition of a standard plant material in six extremely contrasting tropical environments using only 

one parameter specific to each site (kresp) instead of the two or three site specific parameters necessary in 

previous analysis using the same database to predict only total 
14

C by two exponential models [33,34]. 

Furthermore, kresp was the only parameter found related to soil properties, demonstrating that the function 

of microbial respiration alone was site dependent. Overall, this study demonstrated that climate, together 

with basic soil properties as texture and pH, were the main drivers of soil organic matter dynamics when a 

large range of conditions are considered. Other specific soil characteristics, as the composition of soil 

microbial communities seemed to be of secondary importance. 
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Figure 3 – Validation of the MOMOS model, predicted vs measured values of soil water, soil microbial 14C and total 14C in 6 
contrasted ecosystems of an altitudinal gradient between 60 and 4000 m altitude, 10 sampling occasions, 4 replicates [20] 

3.2. Short term microbial exchanges in fallow systems 
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Figure 4-Metabolic quotient, qCO2, in faba bean, wheat, and faba bean-wheat parcels 

 

Soil respiration is composed of both autotrophic respiration (plant roots) and heterotrophic respiration (soil 

microorganisms). Field measurements did not separate these two components. Predicted values estimated 

only the heterotrophic component. It is therefore to be expected that measured values for microbial 

respiration be higher than predicted values. The last measure of soil respiration was taken ten days after 

harvest time, when root respiration can be considered minimal, and this value is the one that comes closest 

to MOMOS predictions (Fig.4). 

 

 

Total Soil Carbon and the net Carbon balance 

 

 

Plotting microbial respiration against total plant input of C allows us to form an idea of if the agrosystem 

in question has a tendency to act as source or sink of carbon. Microbial respiration represents the exit of C 

from the system, and plant material necromass is the entrance. It can be observed in (Fig.5) that carbon 

input is higher than output through microbial respiration and it can be inferred that all three of the studied 

modes of culture act as carbon sinks.  

 

However in this case, we have also noted that stable humus decreases slightly over time as the labile pool 

increases. As stable forms of C are transformed to labile it leads to question the durability of the system. 

Though it seems to stock carbon in the short term (of one cultural cycle) the behaviour of this system 

remains to be studied when plant input is reduced (for example during the winter).  
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Figure 5 The carbon balance; total carbon input from plants and carbon output from microbial respiration in faba bean (top), wheat 

(middle) and associated (bottom) parcels. 

3. Conclusion 

 

The work realised was a first step in applying MOMOS to a complex system. Comparing model 

predictions to a whole range of field collected data gave overall encouraging results which showed that 

the model is able to simulate carbon transformations and movement from plant to soil to atmosphere 

based on the parameters that were previously defined under controlled conditions for its calibration.   
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This internship touched upon a wide range of factors that play a role in the carbon cycle, and observations 

of patterns, relationships and trends lead to questions for eventual further study:  

 

 How can nodules be incorporated into the MOMOS plant production module as a factor 

stimulating plant growth? 

 What are the factors that could lead to an observed increase in microbial biomass of wheat 

parcels as opposed to faba beans? 

 What is the contribution of heterotrophic respiration to total soil respiration?  

 

The difficulties encountered in this internship regarding crop health can serve as a basis for reflection for 

further study into the application of MOMOS to complex systems.   
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